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About This Game

TankCraft is an action game based around gladiatorial style tank battles, but skill alone won't be enough to succeed here, the
unique thing about TankCraft is the player crafts their own tanks however they choose with no restrictions to shapes, sizes or
design. Battles are split into 6 weight categories; Feather, Light, Medium, Heavy, Super Heavy and Titan(Unlimited) and any

tank under the weight limit for that class can compete.

Because every tank is unique, so is the best way to fight it. There is more than one way to defeat your opponents, you can
destroy your opponents ability to fight back by destroying their weapons or stored ammunition, you can immobilise them by
destroying their engines making any fixed guns they may have useless or you can aim straight for the heart and destroy their

Control Centre instantly defeating them, the choice is yours.

Developed in Unity

Features
-Current Max Tank Size 20x20

-30 Different Tiles to build your Tanks from
-60 Prebuilt tanks/Levels to fight

-Each Tile has it's own hp allowing each tile to be individually blown off a tank
-Cripple and defeat enemies without fully destroying them, leaving only a mangled inoperable wreck

-Contains 9 translations; English, French, German, Spanish, Italian, Russian, Chinese(Simplified), Japanese and Korean
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Does this game sound interesting? Good, now go play rouge legacy instead.. It's not bad. I don't regret buying this. It a fun wee
♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥up game. It's not something I'd play for a long time. Something I play for a bit in between other games just to
chill. Wouldn't recommend unless it's really up your alley. It's not totally mindless so that's a plus.. I bought this game because I
love and admire smash like games but this was way to incomplete and trashy to praise. About half of the models seem very
weird and strange as if only an hour or two and maybe slightly more were put into them. The animations are close to terrible and
the game runs very slowly even on the lowest quality setting. Not only all that but a massive amount of characters were taken off
the roster and now only a few remain that I'd actually play with. The history of the game's developer just puts the cherry on top.
Betrayals, claiming someone elses work as their own, threats, etc. I just simply can't support a game like this. He denies every
one of these accusations even though there's a ton of evidence. The only reason the evidence is hard to come across is because
he tries to get rid of any trace of it.

As a finale, please don't buy this game. Scummy dev, bad quality, etc. It's just not something you should support..
shovelware!!!!. Brachny krakut yazik kal yarblick. This game isn't worth 2 euros. Hell, it's not even a game.
It's one of the most frustrating experiences I've ever had.

The jump feature is clunky when it decides to work. Frequently getting stuck behind pipes because the character model size is
unknown doesn't help when there's lasers right next to you. Whenever you get hit by one laser (or ten traps, because the game
sometimes throws too many in a certain area, especially on 'average' mode) you go straight back to an unfair checkpoint. The
HP and stamina bars are in a weird position and the graphics are incredibly bad. The game sometimes even throws away the
graphics completely, or chooses to have a completely black surrounding.

I didn't get to the shooting part during the hour I played it, making me believe there is no shooting at all, unless the part with the
robotic spiders requires a gun, in which case, the game does a terrible job at telling me there is a gun in the storage room.
Nothing is decent about this game, and it isn't worth any money.. We need the Last Season, come fast April 2019 !!
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A fun platformer with outstanding music to put even Mega Man to shame.
Singleplayer is fun, but the character picked makes little to no difference, save for cosmetics.
Multiplayer is a bit difficult with lack of online support, which makes sense; it was intended to be an Atari 7800 game.
Graphics are top notch! I enjoy the running animations and the expressions they give for each respective character.
as stated previously, Music is also top notch, with my personal favourite being the Metal Cavern's BGM.
Pick it up if you ever want to have a fun (though challenging) time.. This
This is a very good game! Just like how i remembered it! Its worth the 10$

It has a lot of reading but if you are fine w\/ that get it! Manage your resources! The thing you will want most are the purple and
green ores from what ive seen

Keep away from the mining lazer people. Use your rockets on em

Ok thats all 6.6\/6 game. Ok folks lets get to it. I played this game like ♥♥♥♥ing years ago. and I came back to it to see if
something is new. Haven't checked it out yet but from the reviews recently it still seems to be a dead game even though it is
amazing and very fun to play. I bet you they're gonna shut down soon because no one plays it.. :/ 10/10 if you're going to play
for about 30 hours only with your friends.. Doesn't run on windows 8. The game feels incomplete, the graphics are pretty bad,
enviroment is boring, physics are weird (hit a guy and he flew far into the air and out of view) and the swordplay is nothing
great. Basically I got through 6 levels with just doing the same stabbing move in the stomach. Going to ask for refund.. Killed
some time with this back in college, but it's pretty meh. Collect resources, upgrade your mothership and your fightercraft,
research and build...but the mechanics don't come together, it feels shallow, the interface is a pain, and it doesn't do bigger than
800x600. The concept isn't flawed, it's just too small: the mechanics would have been fine in a shorter game, a flash game, that
kind of thing, but stretched out to full-game length it suffers. This game doesn't need a strategic map, but you have to slog
through it anyway. Worst of all is that it caps what you're allowed to research pretty aggressively, so early in the game you're
sitting on max levels of resources that you can't spend. Way to identify the fun part of the game and then kick it like a puppy,
guys.

I still have fond memories of this game though, mainly from one night when I heard the starbase alarm going off, said "Hey wait
my mothership is still at full health", and realized it was my next door neighbor playing at full volume.

Verdict: Go play Tyrian instead. That's what you really wanted anyway.. Love puzzling games like this one. One thing I think
would be an amazing addition would be a level editor for players to create our own levels and upload them for others to try!. I
bought it for Emi Evans, I stayed for the feelings <3
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